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ABSTRACT

relevant data in real-time.

Network log files often need to be investigated manually for
suspicious activity. The huge amount of log lines complicates
maintaining an overview, navigation and quick pattern
identification. We propose a system that uses an interactive
visualization, a visual filter, representing the whole log in an
overview, allowing to navigate and make context-preserving
subselections with the visualization and in this way reducing the
time and effort for security experts needed to identify patterns in
the log file. This explorative interactive visualization is combined
with focused querying to search for known suspicious terms that
are then highlighted in the visualization and the log file itself.

Although this automatic detection unburdens the security
expert monitoring the network considerably, it is far from perfect
and depends on the security expert's continuing effort in defining
appropriate rules for detection. Network owners have to rely on
intrusion detection systems and deal with the many false positives
they produce to be able to enforce network security.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Design Tools and
Technique – user interfaces, evolutionary prototyping

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Security

Keywords
Human Pattern Recognition, Visual Filter, Dynamic Querying,
Exploratory Search, Overview and Detail

1. INTRODUCTION
Protecting large computer networks from security risks is a
process that involves huge amounts of data to be handled. Usually
this is done with algorithms that automatically detect known
threats and inform security experts with aggregated events. This
automatic analysis is a necessary step in security monitoring since
it has become impossible to manually analyze the securityPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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There are often cases when suspicious activity in a network
goes unnoticed by the intrusion detection systems because no
rules have so far been defined to identify them. New threats are
often found (if they are found at all) at a later point in time by
manually analyzing typical network data like server log files or
netflows [2]. This analysis after an incident has occurred is
referred to as incident analysis. The insight gained from this
analysis is then often used to define new rules for the intrusion
detection system.
When looking at the raw data of single logs or netflows the
analyst is confronted with considerably large amounts of textual
data that they have to process and filter. This is usually done by
applying command-line tools like GREP or PERL scripts with
regular expressions. Although fast and transparent, this process
has several drawbacks. For one thing it is hard to gain an
overview over such a file by only looking at and working with the
raw text. Another issue is the difficult navigation within these
files with thousands of lines. A way around this is filtering down
the content to a relevant subset. The problem with this is,
however, that it is not always straightforward to define what is
relevant. Suspicious activity usually manifests itself in certain
patterns, combinations of particular kinds of log lines, that are
hard to distinguish from the surrounding log lines. Marty gives a
detailed account of the ways in which visualization offers benefits
over textual analysis [10].
In order to overcome the above-mentioned issues of
command-line analysis we developed a set of principles we
subsume under the concept visual filter. We will present and
elaborate on these principles in section 3.
In order to validate our concept we applied it to a system
called LogSpider that uses a visualization that serves as a visual

Figure 1: Overview over the components Graphical Overview, Current Selection and Query Search

filter that gives an overview, allows fast navigation in the log file
and selection of subsections that are displayed without losing the
overall context. The interactive graphical overview representation
of the log file is accompanied by a query interface that allows to
specify regular expressions. The results are then highlighted in the
overview representation creating visual patterns within the
surrounding context. The intention behind the combination of an
explorative graphical browsing interface and a focused search
interface is to support exploratory search [9] in the context of
network security log analysis.
In the following section our approach will be put in relation
to existing research. In Section 3 we will elaborate on our design
concept and describe the different parts of the interface. We
evaluated our visualization with three security experts. The use
case and data we focused on and the results of the evaluation will
be discussed in Section 4: Evaluation. The paper closes with
Section 5: Conclusion and Future Work.

2. RELATED WORK
There are several tools for visualizing the contents of computer
log files. These can be categorized in terms of what data they use
for visualization. One common method is applying statistical
methods to create aggregations which are then used to build a
visual overview over the whole file. The Histogram Matrix [4]
uses a matrix visualization in which the frequency of log message
length is plotted against time. The higher the frequency of a
certain message length, the bigger the circle gets at the according
position. These circles can then be selected and all the messages
with that length are shown. ELVIS [6] offers a view of small
thumbnail histograms of the different data dimensions in a log file
as a starting point for further investigation. These thumbnails can
be dragged to an area where they are combined to new
visualizations like heatmaps, pie charts etc. The algorithm used
for the LogView [8] visualization exceeds simple statistical
calculations and identifies particular clusters of log messages as
well as outliers and renders them in an interactive treemap layout.
Another approach is to incorporate the textual structure of the
log file in the visualization. Apart from some statistical
aggregations to navigate the log, MieLog [12] includes an “outline
area” that shows the length of single log messages with pixel lines
in their consecutive order in the file. The SDSS Log Viewer [14]
goes a step further by color-coding the fragments of usergenerated SQL database queries combining them to pixel lines
with different colors. A slightly dated approach is described in
SeeSoft [2]. Despite its datedness and its application to a nonsecurity-specific context it is relevant for our research since it
features visual concepts that are similar to the ones we applied.
Log lines generated by a software to run telecommunications
switches are rendered as single pixel lines that are color-coded by
message type. This overview can be enhanced by “browsing
windows” that allow users to select parts of the visual overview
with little rectangles and in this way generate windows that
display the text represented by the pixel lines in detail.
In contrast to the Histogram Matrix, ELVIS and LogView,
MieLog, SDSS Log Viewer and SeeSoft keep the original
structure of the log messages embedded in their context, which we
argue is an important support for finding especially yet unknown
patterns. MieLog offers a juxtaposition of graphical representation
and textual content, with the limitation that only a fragment of the
log is visually represented. SeeSoft displays a whole log file in an
overview on one screen, but is limited in terms of the overall
number of log lines by screen size and resolution since it doesn’t

use any kind of aggregation. Our system provides a visual
overview in a defined area of the screen over the whole log at all
times independent of its size ensuring a strong sense of
orientation. This is achieved by something that we call “visual
aggregation”, meaning that one pixel line of our overview
representation represents a certain amount of log lines depending
on the overall log file size. When a search term has been entered,
these pixel lines are highlighted with varying brightness
depending on the frequency of the term in a particular sequence of
lines represented by the pixel line. A similar approach has been
documented in TileBars [5]. In this search user interface full-text
documents are split into topical sections, which are then
represented by small tiles with differing gray values depending on
the frequency of specified search terms in that section. In contrast
to our approach, these tiles only serve as an overview and cannot
be selected to get a detail view. SeeSoft offers a textual detail
view (browsing windows), but it is quite limited in the amount of
information it can display since it offers only one detail level.
LogSpider lets users progressively adjust the level of detail.
Another drawback of these browsing windows is their overlap
with the overview visualization and the lack of a designated area
for them. Lastly, we emphasize the importance of supporting the
user with an exploratory search process. While MieLog has
predefined keywords implemented into the system that are
highlighted in the text, it does not offer an advanced and flexible
focused search with regular expressions, a necessary premise for
exploratory search. LogView offers only a very basic query search
that is not accompanied by an advanced browsing interface, since
interaction with the treemap is limited to very basic operations.

3. LOGSPIDER
Common techniques of manual log file processing in incident
analysis are text-based and require boiling down the log file to a
manageable amount of lines. This only is applicable though, if the
security analyst knows what they have to look for. If that is not
the case, they run into the risk of losing the overview and filtering
out valuable patterns hinting to new forms of threats. So for cases
of yet unknown threats another approach is needed.

3.1 Towards Visual Filters in Log Analysis
Since information visualization is a powerful approach to
amplifying human cognitive capabilities [11], we reasoned that
we could make use of the benefits of visualization to develop a
tool that especially focuses on finding visual solutions for the
afore-mentioned problems of manual textual log file analysis.
Specifically, with visual means we strive to come up with a visual
analytics application that addresses the shortcomings in manual
textual analysis with four interrelated principles:
-

Graphical overview at all times

-

Fast navigation without losing orientation

-

Selecting subsets while keeping the context

-

Exploratory search instead of sequential querying

These guidelines and their practical application to LogSpider will
be detailed out in the following sections and in this combination
be referred to as visual filter. Exploratory search is defined as a
behavior that can be observed in cases when searchers are either
[9]: (1) unfamiliar with the domain of their goal, (2) unsure about

the ways to achieve their goals or (3) even unsure about their
goals in the first place.
While the first one will usually not be an issue, the second and
third are naturally common when a new, yet unknown security
threat has manifested within a network. Addressing this kind of
search behavior our proposed tool is well-equipped to meet the
needs of an incident analysis process. In practice, exploratory
search can be achieved by offering the user both browsing and
query search options combined in one interface. We will discuss
our strategy for achieving this in the following section.
When investigating unknown threats, the analyst offered
exploratory search features can then start with browsing the log in
a first step to identify potential areas for analysis (time spans or
connections from particular countries, for example). In this way
we hope to enable them to conduct an informed reduction of the
data avoiding to filter out essential parts for the analysis from the
beginning because of an insufficient understanding of the threat.
This subselection can then be further reduced by using query
search to highlight certain terms and extend the analysis of this
subselection. The analyst might learn something new by
investigating this part of the data that could lead them to the
impression that they have to readjust their initial selection. We
address this by allowing them to easily go back to the graphical
overview and change the initial selection offering a flexible
adaptation to a presumable ever increasing understanding of a
threat with proceeding exploration. With our concept of a visual
filter it is our intention to provide for a continuous interplay
between browsing and query search, a necessary premise for
exploratory search, as defined in [9], leading to an informed
reduction of the log data to be analyzed.
Aside from the particular research on incident analysis in
security log files, we conducted several interviews and a
workshop in the larger context of our research project on network
security monitoring with security analysts, network monitoring
specialists and scientific researchers in the field of security that
gave us a general impression of important goals and user needs in
that area (see [7] for a detailed account of the co-creation
approach). Based on these insights, five key design goals emerged
for visual analytics tools in network security in our project:
1 Display raw data
Because of the high rate of false positives network analysts want
to check on the data that algorithms used to produce an alert. Raw
data should be made readily available to apply human reasoning
when in doubt.
2 Visualize extrema
Often either rare events or events with high frequency are
particularly suspicious. Visualizations should take care to
especially emphasize these kinds of events. While frequent events
naturally catch the eye by their amount, rare events should be
highlighted to make sure they are not missed by the analyst.
3 Encourage explorative analysis
As described further up, in cases of uncertainty of the goal of a
search or the way to achieve it, the user should be provided with
an exploratory search interface.
4 Combine overview and quick filtering
Visual tools should help experts to stay in context, correlate
events and find patterns. While the overview can point you to
larger patterns spreading over substantial amounts of the data,

certain threats can only be identified with a detail view of the
data. Still, it is important to see that detail in the context of the
surrounding data and the dataset as a whole to be able to make
correlations.
5 Support various log file types
A general problem in network management and network security
is the abundance of different log data types, formats by different
manufacturers and the different configurations you can choose
regarding what will be written into the log file. Not having to
write your own parser for each new kind of dataset, would
streamline the incident analysis process.
These goals served as a more general framing for our design and
development process and helped establish the above-mentioned
four principles for the design of the LogSpider.

3.2 Interface Components
The user interface of LogSpider consists of three
components: The Graphical Overview, the Current Selection and
the Query Search (see Figure 1). Since they all operate on the
same data basis, the log file, they naturally are connected with
each other: Manipulating one component usually influences the
state of the other components. Selecting a section of the Graphical
Overview automatically changes the view in the Current Selection
accordingly, while starting a search with a regular expression in
the Query Search component highlights the matching parts in the
Graphical Overview as well as in the Current Selection, in
addition to the actual displayed search results in the Query Search
component. This method is known as brushing and linking [1].
The two components Graphical Overview and Current
Selection are designed to support an exploratory analysis of the
log. When a first exploration provides a better idea of what to
look for exactly, the Query Search allows the user to specify more
concrete queries. The investigation of parts of the log with
highlighted query terms in the Graphical Overview and the
Current Selection are intended to support a more thorough
understanding of the problem and might lead to another query
with regular expressions. This interplay between exploratory
browsing strategies and focused search can then be continued
until the problem has been encircled.

3.3 The Graphical Overview
The Graphical Overview provides an overview over the
whole log file with a number of juxtaposed dark gray pixel lines
representing a certain amount of log lines depending on the total
amount of lines in the file. These “visual bins” are highlighted,
when matching lines are found within them. The higher the
number of matches per line, the higher the brightness of the
respective pixel line. The pixel lines are split, so that the results of
two search queries can be shown in juxtaposition with two
different colors. The search queries are connected with boolean
operators. On the right side of the gray representation there is a
slightly brighter area with small marks. The area between two
marks represents a certain amount of time that is set to two hours.
In future iterations users should be able to adjust the time span.
The marks can be hovered over to show the point of time as a
label. This part of the Graphical Overview is designed to help
identifying periods in the log file with an unusually high amount
of entries, which can often be a first hint that some security issue
is present. A fragment of the entire log can be selected by clicking
and dragging in the pixel-lines area, creating a brush, which can
then be moved and resized. The fragment that is brushed at any

given time is then shown on the right-hand side in plain text as the
Current Selection.
On both sides of the visual bins light green circles can be
seen that visualize the frequency of values of a particular data
dimension of the log by their size. In Figure 1 the two dimensions
country (derived from the source IP address of the log file) and
username are chosen as an example (In future versions users
should be able to choose appropriate dimensions for their
particular use cases). In addition to serving as a histogram, these
circles also function as a special kind of network nodes that are
connected with curved lines to the brush area, if the lines in the
brush area contain the value of a particular node. The nodes can
also be clicked to show all occurrences of one value (Clicking the
nodes provides a visual hint to occurrences, it does not serve as a
data filter changing the contents of the Current Selection or the
Query Search, since this would lead to context-loss, something we
were careful to avoid).

3.4 The Current Selection
This area shows the log lines that correspond to the chosen
brush in the Graphical Overview. If the user has already started a
search in the Query Search, found matches are highlighted in the
Current Selection as well. The size of the displayed text in this
component is dependent on the size of the brush in the Graphical
Overview and changes dynamically when resizing the brush: The
bigger the brushed area, the smaller the displayed log lines get, to
the point, where the user receives more of a general impression of
the structure of the selected part of the log. Unusual lengths of log
lines stand out visually and in effect hint to unusual events, while
highlighted words are still visible. With iterative adjustment of the
brush suspicious areas can be quickly put into focus again.

Figure 2: Selection of area with high amount of traffic

3.5 The Query Search
The Query Search offers two query fields for specifying
queries that can be regular expressions or plain text entries. These
two fields can be connected with a boolean operator AND or OR.
Plain text search can be helpful in cases, when a user has found a
term in the Current Selection, for which they want to find all
occurrences in the log file. They can then quickly copy and paste
that term and start the search. For a more sophisticated search that
is comparable to the powerful possibilities of command-lineanalysis with GREP, for example, they can specify complex
regular expressions. Each field has a certain color assigned that is
used in the Graphical Overview and Current Selection
accordingly. The results of a search, e.g. all the matching lines,
are displayed in a box below the query fields.

3.6 Example Walkthrough
To illustrate the mechanics of the system we describe a typical log
analysis scenario, in which a pre-processed SSH server log file
has been loaded into LogSpider. In Figure 2 we can see a
screenshot of LogSpider. As is apparent, in the lower part of the
Graphical Overview (the newest entry is at the top) there are
several ticks with wider gaps between them, meaning there was a
larger amount of requests to the server in these two-hour spans.
This can already be a first indicator for suspicious activity. About
half of one of these larger areas has been selected and on the left
side the analyst can observe almost all lines going from the
selected brush to either a node with the label “undefined” or
“China”. Since they know that in their network only IPv6addresses are assigned and they also know that the big number of
“undefined” locations arises from the inability of the geo-ipservice they chose to resolve these IPv6-addresses, the analyst can
assume that these are probably their own requests within the

Figure 3: Zooming into area
network. The huge amount of requests from a country they knew
they did not have employees in at that time, is something that
arouses suspicion, on the other hand. Also, the analyst notices an
unusual number of lines going to “root” on the right side. In the
Current Selection on the right side they can also see the monotony
of the requests, only from time to time interrupted by longer lines.
In Figure 3 the size of the brush has been reduced, this way
zooming into the detail view of the Current Selection. In contrast
to the state before, where the log lines formed more like a general
pattern without revealing its contents, the analyst can now read
the contents of single lines and recognizes there are a lot of lines
with the same IP address and a log message “failed password”, a
clear sign that there was a brute-force attack in progress. In
between these sequences, connection attempts by a user of the
analyst’s network can be observed, which have a longer line
length because of an IPv6 address and a different log message
(“accepted publickey”). If the analyst wants to investigate the

analyst wants to check at what times in the log file connection
attempts from the respective country were documented. By
clicking on the node, they can visualize all occurrences of IP
addresses from that country in the log file. As can be seen in
Figure 5, there are several blocks of increased activity of Chinese
IP addresses. The analyst can now continue exploring these other
blocks in a similar manner.

4. EVALUATION
To validate our approach and study the potential of visual filters
for log analysis, we were following an iterative design approach
that included internal reviews and walkthroughs of our interactive
prototype within our research group as well as receiving feedback
from two security experts from the Leibniz Supercomputing
Centre (LRZ) in Munich and a security expert from a security
consultancy in Frankfurt/Main. We were specifically
concentrating on the use case “brute-force attack”.

4.1 Prototypical Implementation
Figure 4: Query search started with suspicious IP

The user interface of LogSpider is implemented as a web
application using current technologies and standards (HTML5,
CSS3 and Javascript, as well as JavaScript libraries jQuery and
D3).
To put our hypothesis that visual filters simplified pattern
recognition in log files to the test, we had to work with real-world
data. One of our partners in the research project we are engaged
in, the LRZ, provided us with two SSH server log files of one of
the servers in their network. This datasets satisfied the
requirements that we had to look for to generate meaningful
results: They were too large to exclude the possibility of an
analysis by scrolling through it (> 3000 lines), they were
generated in a large network that is exposed to persistent attacks
and they contained real attacks from different origins. The
datasets were pre-processed by our partner at the LRZ to exclude
log lines that can be neglected when looking for security threats
and exported as text files in csv-format. Each of the datasets
consisted of the data dimensions time, destination IP, destination
port, log message, source IP, source port, user name and protocol.

4.2 Expert Feedback
The experts we consulted evaluated the value of LogSpider
with regard to the efficiency in finding these attacks compared to
other more text-based approaches they apply (GREP and other
regular-expression-based tools), but also with regard to more
general problems in finding unusual patterns in log files.
Figure 5: All occurrences of one IP
potentially malicious IP address in more detail, they can make use
of the Query Search component. In Figure 4 we can see the result
of a simple search for the above-mentioned IP address. The
analyst can just copy the address from the Current Selection and
paste it into the input field. The IP address is now highlighted
everywhere it occurs in the log file in the Graphical Overview as
well as in the Current Selection. Naturally, the most important
question the analyst wants to answer is, if an attack was successful
and measures for mitigation have to be taken. Usually a bruteforce attack stops, when a correct password has been guessed, so,
if the attack had been successful, the last log line in the search
results should be “accepted password”. As we can see, the last
(topmost) entry in the search results from Dec 02, 20:18 is a
“failed password”, so the analyst can be relatively sure that this
attack was not successful. As mentioned before, the size of the
particular country node on the left is considerably big, so the

Though the system couldn’t play out its full potential with
this particular kind of dataset, because the data contained only
three kinds of log messages (accepted publickey, accepted
password, failed login) and because of that only a limited
variation in the texts to be analyzed, it performed well and all
attacks could be found. We have to mention here that, since the
threat patterns in the log file were of rather low complexity and
well-known, it would have been relatively easy to find them with
the above-mentioned conventional text-based approaches as well.
Nonetheless, the result of this expert evaluation was
encouraging and an application of the visualization to log files
with more diverse log messages seems promising for our tool,
especially when the use case is more complex than a brute force
attack, which leaves a simple pattern in the log, as one of the
experts emphasized.

The usefulness of having both the explorative browsing sideby-side with the focused search was stressed by one of the
experts. At an earlier stage in the design, we provided only the
explorative part.
Another point of criticism were the nodes in the Graphical
Overview. With respect to the number of different values in one
column of the dataset (sometimes up to thousands as was the case
for “username”), it seemed impossible to display them all as
nodes and still keep an overview. The experts suggested to
aggregate these values. A security expert doesn’t need to know
the names of all the invalid users, so these could be aggregated.
Also, it seemed more reasonable to resolve the IP addresses to
countries and display these countries as nodes. These suggestions
have already been implemented in the current version of the tool.

parallel in the next iteration. We will also rethink our approach to
representing the log lines. One suggestion was that single lines
could be displayed as single pixels, in this way maybe even
rendering aggregation of the log lines redundant. It would
presumably be even more helpful to detect certain patterns, if
there was a way to switch to a non-aggregated visualization.
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There was a proposition to make better use of the space used
for the Graphical Overview by visualizing the sequences of
different log messages with single pixels with varying colors for
each log line.
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